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The present national emphasis on beef production reflects the change in our nutritional circumstances that has taken place over the past 5 years. Brody (1945) rates beef cattle as the least efficient of farm animals in converting their food into human food, and it seems strange after conditions of food stringency to be moving into a less intensive agricultural economy. One cannot help but regard with some suspicion this optimistic prospect in view of our precarious economic position. Though the terms of trade are in our favour at present we have dissipated many overseas investments as a result of the war and we are much more dependent now on a capacity to export in order to secure food and raw materials from abroad. Industrial competition from Japan and Western Germany or a price recession in the United States and Canada, which control most of the world’s apparent surplus of food, could very quickly return us to the position of being once again highly dependent on our own agriculture. With very limited land resources, this would mean that the main effort would have to be directed to crops for direct human